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The seven layers of data that will more 
accurately predict upcoming business

 

Perhaps you’ve heard the term Big Data enough already. You get the idea, but you’re 

not sure how it’s helping you run a better business. Don’t feel bad—you’re not alone.  

Big Data applies to a variety of different topics and is too often described in theory 

rather than in practicality.

 In hotel operations, Big Data generally refers to any information collected about your 

guests that helps you learn more about them. Analyzing it helps you operate more 

efficiently, market to consumers more effectively and enhance the guest experience at 

your hotel.

 Considering the history of the hotel industry, the practice of collecting and analyzing 

consumer data is relatively new. But as technology and information-gathering tools 

continue to evolve, so have we. Today, there is more data available about your guest 

than ever before. Access to this information is reshaping all areas of hotel operations—

perhaps none more so than forecasting demand.

 Traditionally, hotel forecasts have been made up of historical information from the 

PMS and booking pace. To better understand how busy hotels were going to be on an 

upcoming day, hoteliers would look back at how busy they were on the same day last 

year and compare the pace of bookings. That has evolved slightly now to sometimes 

include competitor pricing information, which can allow hoteliers to infer market 

demand by factoring in how their competitors were pricing their rooms. 

 Over the past several years, more information about consumers has become available. 

Today, we’re learning about travelers who visited our websites, even began searching 

dates and locations, but left without booking. This provides a clearer picture of 

unconstrained demand—a more comprehensive look that goes beyond just those 

guests booking a room and into all of the potential shoppers as well. Instead of looking 

only at what’s happened in the past, novel data sets are available that can more 

accurately measure and predict potential buyers.

 So shift your focus from Big Data to Better Data. To start, here are seven sets of data—

from the most widely used to the more specific and most critical—that you should be 

using to build the most accurate forecast.
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1. Historical data and booking pace
Your hotel’s historical data, traditionally stored in your property management system, 

will build the framework for a solid forecast. With basic tools, you can start exporting 

Excel spreadsheets from your PMS to look at occupancy, rate and revenue figures from 

prior years. The further back a hotel has data, the more accurate a forecast will be.

With historical data, you can begin to recreate past booking curves to get an idea 

how far in advance rooms for the same date were booked in past years. If the normal 

booking window for a specific date is two months out, and this year you’re a month out 

with less than half your business on the books, you can make basic assumptions and 

tweak your strategy to adjust for the lull in demand. Once you start to understand past 

booking patterns, you can segment and price more accurately.

 From here, you can incorporate an events calendar by importing a list of historical and 

future events that took place or will take place near your hotel. With these initial data 

sets, your forecast is on the right track.

 2. Competitor pricing data
Another common practice in forecasting is monitoring your competitors’ rates. 

Competitor rate shopping can be rather easy and even done manually, but with today’s 

real-time pricing strategies, it can be cumbersome.

 A revenue management system or other service can crawl your competitors’ websites 

bringing information back to you. How nearby hotels are priced for an upcoming date 

can help you understand overall market demand.

 This insight can be used early in the forecasting process as a baseline, but you 

shouldn’t rely only on what your competitors are charging. You don’t want to be at 

the mercy of your worst competitor. And discounting just because your neighbor did 

can lead to a race to the lowest price. So consider competitor rates a factor in your 

forecasting and pricing strategy, but be sure to place more weight on your value 

proposition and other demand indicators.

With historical data, you 
can begin to recreate past 
booking curves to get an 
idea how far in advance 
rooms for the same date 

were booked in past years.
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3. Events and macroeconomic factors
Historical booking information allows you to establish a baseline for important dates 

like holidays and annual area events that affect demand. You can also troll local media, 

convention and visitor’s bureaus, youth and church groups for more information about 

upcoming events. Then, plug those dates into your forecast.

 In addition to events, look at larger factors, such as economic development in the area, 

zoning changes, citywide transportation changes and other neighborhood changes 

that could cause shifts in demand patterns.

 Technology solutions help track annual events and connect them to other events 

throughout the year that, in conjunction, may have an effect on your demand. Software 

can scan quickly for anomalies in demand patterns and alert you to sudden changes.

 But, while technology can scan and analyze event data quickly, there is no substitute 

for being involved in your community and getting a real-life sense for how many people 

an upcoming event might attract.

 4. Airlift data

The connection between air passenger information and hotel demand is clear. If more 

flights are scheduled to land in your market, you can expect more travelers looking for 

a place to stay. Imagine knowing a week in advance that your local airport will have 

twice the amount of inbound travelers arriving. It stands to reason that hotel demand 

will be more than expected. The opposite would be true if half as many visitors were 

arriving as were originally expected.

 Consider a hotel on The Strip in Las Vegas, for example, which typically sees 10% of its 

demand coming from New York City. If there is a snowstorm in New York grounding 

most of the planes, expect cancellations and that your demand is going to be adversely 

affected.

Technology solutions help 
track annual events and 
connect them to other 
events throughout the 

year that, in conjunction, 
may have an effect on 

your demand.
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 On a more macro level, recurring annual airlift data and changes made by airports 

and air carriers can highlight overarching travel patterns and shed light on visitation 

in a market. Consider hotels in the Caribbean islands, where airlift is a major factor in 

overall tourism. If flights are added, demand should rise and your forecast should be 

adjusted.

 5. Social reviews and ratings information
Hoteliers are much more cognizant today of their “online reputation,” or aggregation of 

past guest reviews and ratings. Up for debate is just how much these third-party scores 

should affect your forecast and pricing decisions.

 Consider the following: There are two hotels in a market that are identical in their 

value proposition—they each offer the same amenities and service at the same price. 

If one has much stronger online reviews from past guests than the other, the more 

popular hotel should be realizing and expecting higher demand.

 A report by the Cornell University School of Hotel Administration found that if a hotel 

increases its review scores by 1 point on a 5-point scale (e.g., from 3.3 to 4.3), the hotel 

can increase its price by 11.2% and still maintain the same occupancy or market share. 

 So, when forecasting, it’s important to look at how your review scores have changed 

over the past year, for better or worse, and take that into consideration when 

determining whether to expect more or fewer guests. Also look at your competitors’ 

online rating changes and consider how that could affect your forecasting and pricing.

 6. Weather data
Tracking weather is another way hotels can better predict upcoming demand changes. 

Monitoring local weather in feeder markets can provide additional insights into how 

many people may be visiting your market.

 For hotels and resorts in weather-driven markets, this can provide significant insight. 

Accurate five-day forecasts can mean the difference between profits and losses.

 Consider a hotel in a ski destination. If the weekend weather is forecasted to be 

warm and rainy rather than cold and snowy, the slopes—and your hotel—won’t be 

as crowded. Or think about a hotel in Las Vegas, which might rely heavily on drive-in 

visitation from nearby Southern California. If heavy rains are predicted in Los Angeles, 

visitation could increase on the Strip and hotels in L.A. could expect to see an increase 

in cancellations.
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 When temperatures are forecasted to top out past 115 degrees in Phoenix, resorts 

there could experience less demand and the local population’s propensity to feed into 

cooler climates should increase. 

 Weather data, and its relevance on upcoming demand, varies by property  

and location.

 7. Web-shopping data
Despite being last, this data set is probably the most important to consider when 

forecasting demand. Not everyone visiting your hotel website is actually booking a 

room. Many potential guests are searching specific dates, checking prices and leaving 

your website without completing the booking or booking elsewhere. Monitoring this 

lost business can provide incredible insight into demand and price elasticity.

 Web “regrets” refers to potential guests who searched a specific date and saw a price, 

but did not book. “Denials” are people who shop for a specific date or room type, but 

are denied due to a lack of availability.

 If you’re only tracking actual bookings, two similar dates may have had three 

reservations made on the hotel’s website. By looking at the universe of those shopping, 

you can see how completely different the dates might have been. What if one had 

three conversions out of 100 people shopping, while the other had three out of 10? 

Observing actual customer shopping behavior and comparing looked vs. booked data 

is the best way to measure true unconstrained demand and price elasticity.
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Here’s a real-world example of how this could help. Several years ago, a major music 

festival surprisingly relocated from Los Angeles to Las Vegas, bringing thousands of 

new people to the city. When the venue change was publicly announced months in 

advance, rooms up and down the Vegas Strip sold out at rock-bottom prices because 

hoteliers didn’t have time to react. By monitoring web-shopping data, hoteliers would 

have seen a spike in searches before the date was even announced. Having even a 

few hour head start on a surge in business like this could have meant the difference 

between selling out at $100-a-night rates compared to $500.

 By layering in web shopping data to your forecasts, you can see far further and more 

accurately into the future.

Putting all this data together: Taken individually, some of these data sets may not be as 
meaningful as others to your forecast. But when they’re all included, the results are an 
extremely accurate gauge for optimal pricing.
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Conclusion
Big Data is changing the game for hoteliers and will help you provide a great guest 

experience—from shopping to booking to on-property and afterward. The next step is 

Better Data and understanding which data sets are most relevant to your strategy and 

your hotel.

 You’re likely already analyzing historical data and monitoring booking pace. You’re 

aware of your competitor’s rates, and you’re keeping an up-to-date events calendar.

 Take the next steps by monitoring your online review scores more closely 

and factoring them into your decision-making. Airlift and weather data can be 

tremendously beneficial in many markets. Web-shopping data and tracking lost 

business is crucial to an accurate forecast.
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Also, keep your eyes peeled for information from outside influences that can help fine-

tune your forecast and always consider new data sets that may affect hotel demand. 

Technology can integrate and help correlate a variety of data sets, but knowing which 

ones are the most important is key.

 By building an accurate forecast months into the future, you can make profitable rate 

adjustments earlier in the booking window and fill more inventory at optimal prices to 

drive overall revenue.



About Duetto
With solutions that address the true challenge of today’s distribution 

landscape, Duetto provides unique and powerful revenue strategy tools to 

optimize profit and guest loyalty. Duetto delivers powerful insights on pricing 

and demand to hotels and casinos through a 100% cloud-based application.

Utilizing new consumer-centric data sets such as web shopping regrets and 

denials, social review, air traffic, weather and more, Duetto GameChanger 

transforms the way hotels and casinos price and sell rooms by providing better 

and more actionable information. Make informed distribution choices and 

independently yield all channels, dates and room types with open pricing to 

drive healthy revenue and optimize profitability.

Thanks to modern cloud architecture, new features and upgrades are delivered 

seamlessly with zero system downtime. This rapid innovation enables Duetto 

to provide an industry-leading user interface and experience that’s continually 

improving.

Working with and for the hospitality industry, 
Duetto is changing the game.


